
 

 

                                                                                                                   
 

MINUTES OF THE LADYWELL ASSEMBLY 
Tuesday, 25 June 2019 at 7.00 pm 

 
 

PRESENT:  Councillors Carl Handley and Liz Johnston-Franklin 
 
ALSO PRESENT:   
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Bill Brown 
 

  

Record of Meeting 
 
  

Item 
 
Actions 

1 Welcome, Introduction & Format of meeting  

 
 

 
Cllr Johnston-Franklin welcomed everyone and went through the 
format of the meeting. Apologies tendered for Cllr Bill Brown.  
 
 

 
 

2 Ladywell Assembly Community Website   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Volunteers responsible for the management of the Ladywell 
Assembly website updated the meeting on what has been done. 
The Ladywell Live website has been up and running for the past 
two months. It was set up as a hub for local groups to promote 
their activities and discuss issues that are relevant to local people.   
There was an appeal for more people to get involved and submit 
articles and stories to feature on the website.  
 
Some of the stories and articles that has featured on the site were 
mentioned. They include articles from Ladywell Society, Brockley 
Max, Friends of Brockley & Ladywell Cemetery, Frances Drake 
Bowls Club & Street Trees For Living. Other posts / discussion 
that has featured includes update on the Healthy Neighbourhoods 
Programme, Traffic, Pollution and empty properties. Contact 
details of the team were provided as follows: contact@ladywell-
live.org  
 
 

 
 

3 Police Safer Neighbourhood Team Update  

 
 

 
PC Andrew Dobson from the Ladywell Safer Neighbourhood 
Team provided the following update on what the team has been 
doing since the last meeting.  
 

 Burglary in the area has gone done in comparison to the same 
period last year.  

 Robbery remains at the same level as last year with 2 cases 
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recorded this month. 

 Theft from motor vehicle were said to be down  

 In collaboration with other agencies, the team are currently 
tackling antisocial behaviour in some part of the ward. A 
walkabout of the area is planned for July with Pinnacle 
Housing who has homes across Ladywell.  

 The team has been dealing with reported issues on Elsiemaud 
Road and are conducting regular patrol of the area to tackle 
these problem.  

 Traffic / speeding problem affecting Chudleigh Road, 
Gordonbrock Road, and Brockley Grove was mentioned. The 
meeting was informed that the speed detection device 
assigned to Ladywell has been sent out for repairs. Regular 
monitoring will resume in these area once the devise has been 
repaired.  

 There are plans to do some road watch operation in these 
area. Residents were encouraged to assist with and join a 
community road watch sessions.  

 A number of enforcement work has taken place lately in 
identified problem areas. The team are conducting stop and 
search and arrest enquiries on people wanted by the police. 

 A new operation is about to begin in the area targeting number 
plates and vehicle search with a view of removing dangerous / 
offensive weapon off the street. 

 A number of Neighbourhood Watch has been set up recently. 
Resident were encouraged to consider setting up or joining 
this scheme local to their area. 

 
Question and answer session followed this update.  
 
 

4 Community Road Watch Scheme  

 
 

 
A brief introduction to the Community Road Watch Scheme was 
delivered by PCSO Charles Harding from the Greenwich Unit. The 
aim of the scheme is to reduce the number of speed related 
collision and reduce speed in residential areas.  
 
How the scheme works 
Local volunteers supported by their local police team will record 
the speed of passing vehicles using the speed detection device. 
At no time will an attempt be made to stop or signal drivers to slow 
down.  
 
What happens to the speeders? 
1. The registered keepers of the offending vehicles are sent a 

first warning letter. This advises them of the speed they were 
going, the time and place.  

2. If caught a second time a second letter of warning is sent to 
the vehicle registered keeper explaining that if they are caught 
a THIRD time the vehicle will be added to the Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) and may be targeted for 
enforcement. 

3. If caught a Third time the offenders will be added to ANPR 
and considered for targeted enforcement (a separate exercise 
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to Community Roadwatch). Targeted enforcement includes 
police speed camera vans and police officers targeting 
individuals. 

 
Site Location for Speedwatch 
Sites are selected on the basis of a combination of injury collision 
hotspot areas and locations that the community has identified and 
passed to police or TFL as a concern. Due to the risk of potential 
neighbour conflict, the scheme will not allow people to volunteer 
on the road they live on. However, they will still be welcomed to 
suggest their road for other volunteers to use. 
 
Training & Health and Safety 
On-Street Training on the use of the speed detection devices will 
be given by fully-trained Police Community Support Officers 
(PCSOs). Volunteers will be provided a briefing sheet which will 
include advice on volunteer’s role during the session and personal 
safety instructions. Volunteers will also be required to sign a 
disclaimer at the beginning of each session and will be provided 
with High Vis vest to wear. All sites will be risk assessed by 
officers prior to use.  
 
How to get involve 
The scheme will be managed locally by the Police Safer Transport 
Teams. To take part or to recommend a location of concern, 
please contact your local Safer Transport Team by emailing 
CommunityRoadwatchgreenwichandbexley@met.police.uk 
 
A question and answer session followed this presentation. 
 
 

5 Waste & Recycling in Lewisham  

 
 
 
 

 
An officer from the Council’s Strategic Waste Management Team 
presented an overview of recycling and waste collection across 
the borough. The result of a recent consultation were shared with 
the meeting as well as the changes the department is going 
through at present. It was reported that at the end of the 
consultation 5528 responses were received. This was said to 
exceed the target set. Some of the highlight of the survey were 
presented as follows: 
 

 Majority of people were fairly confident on what can and 
cannot be recycled.  

 Majority of people were not clear on what contamination is and 
that it cost the Council more to dispose of contaminated 
recycling. 

 Majority of people were not aware of the various recycling site 
across the borough.  

 Overall, participants were very happy or fairly happy with their 
waste disposal services and found the collection service 
reliable. 
 

Project Update – schemes the team are currently working on  

 Recently concluded a round of school assemblies across the 
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borough informing children about waste and recycling, using 
the base module of reduce, re-use and recycle. 

 The team has seen an increase in the request for compost 
bins as a result 

 Single use plastic– educating people around limiting the use of 
plastic across the borough. Encouraging re-useable water 
bottle instead. To further support this, the Council park team 
are installing drinking water fountain in parks across the 
borough where people can refill water bottle.  

 Council commercial team have produced window display 
stickers around the borough to highlight and signpost people 
to where they can refill water bottle.  

 Re-introducing recycling facility at Lawrence House following 
the building refurbishment. Separate bins have been provided 
for the five recycling materials to improve the quality of 
recycling collected at this premises.  

 The team won an award for a project they delivered in 
Brockley on reducing contamination on an estate. It was 
reported that a significant reduction of contamination was 
achieved over a four week period. 

 Following the success of this project, the team has teamed up 
with Lewisham Homes to deliver a similar project on one of 
their estate in Deptford replicating the successes achieved in 
Brockley 

 It is hoped that Food Waste will be extended to properties on 
red routes, estates and flats within the next four months. 

 
The Current picture  
The council’s performance in recycling, reuse and composting in 
the last financial year were explained as follows:  

 In 2017-18, the average percentage sent to be recycled, 
composting and re-used was 21.7%.  

 In 2018-19 this has increased to 28.45%  

 It is hoped that the introduction of the food waste will increase 
this figures further to meet the target set by the European 
Union and Mayor of London. 

 
What can be recycled? 
Carton, food tins and drink cans, mixed glass, bottles and jars, 
cleaning products like shampoo bottle mixed papers and 
household plastics packaging. The advice from officer is to leave 
materials out if in doubt.   
 
Contamination 
• This is when an item that cannot be recycled is placed in the 

recycling bin. This contaminates the entire load. 
• The Council has to pay further disposal costs to dispose of 

these waste.  
• The advice from officers is that if unsure about what you can 

and cannot recycle, place item in the general bin.  
• Information about what can and cannot be recycled can be 

found on the following website www.lewisham.gov.uk/recycle 
or call us on 020 8314 9303. 
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The future of Recycling in the borough 
An explanation of the 25 year Recycling Plan and the Mayor of 
London Environment Strategy both of which sets strict target for 
all Local Authorities in London and nation-wide were mentioned. 
Both Strategy requires all authorities to submit a reduction in 
recycling plan to the Mayor of London by December 2019. Once 
this is completed, the Council’s Waste Strategy will be updated 
and a draft presented to Mayor and Cabinet in 2020 for their 
approval.   
 
Flytipping 
The meeting was briefed about the steps that the council is taking 
to reduce flytipping across the borough. In 2017-18 it cost the 
council £341,094 to dispose of flytipping waste. Around 251 waste 
related fix penalty notices which amount to a value of £67,950 
were issued. Around 60% of flytips were found to be from 
household waste.  
 
A question was asked about the disposal of baby nappies. The 
council has had a meeting with a company called “Real Nappies 
for London” for which they are now affiliated to. A number of 
community events will be held across the borough to encourage 
people to use real nappies (modern version of Terry nappy). In the 
meantime residents are asked to place baby nappies in the 
general waste bin. 
 
Further enquiries relating to waste and recycling can be sent to 
the team at: 
Recycle@Lewisham.gov.uk 
Telephone: 020 8314 9303 
 
 

6. Private Sector Housing Licensing Consultation  

  
An officer from the Council’s Private Sector Housing Agency 
explained the context of why the council is looking to introduce a 
new scheme of licensing private rented homes across the 
borough. Since 2001 the number of people in private rented 
accommodation has increased considerably. A presentation on 
the subject was heard as follows: 
 
What the Council does to help people in rented 
accommodation?  

 Enforce the basic standards of accommodation in private 
rented properties 

 Deals with complaints from landlords, tenants and from other 
external agencies such as the police. Also deals with 
complaints from internal agencies such as Crime Enforcement 
Team 

 Provide supports to tenants and landlords 

 The council has a rogue landlord team specifically to look after 
tenants who are subject to illegal eviction or harassment from 
their landlord. The team prevent around 20 illegal eviction or 
case of harassment a month. This aspect of work is currently 
funded by Central Government grant.  
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 The meeting was shown images of some of the frequently 
reported issues. 

 
Current Property Licencing in Lewisham 
The council currently have two schemes of licencing:  
1) Mandatory House in Multiple Occupation (HMO) licensing -  

defined in law as a property that has 5 people or more sharing 
facilities and from two household  
 

2) Additional HMO licensing – these allows the council to license 
flats above commercial premises and has 3 people or more 
from two household sharing facilities. 

 
Figures of properties licensed in Ladywell area was provide. 
There are currently 15 Mandatory properties licensed and 1 
additional licenced. In contrast, the council has served 29 
enforcement notices to properties in Ladywell where the standard 
has fallen below the minimum Housing health and safety rating 
system. There has been a further 8 complaint of disrepairs and 19 
cases of HMO complaints.  
 
Action taken by council where landlord have not complied 
with regulations 

 Where there are issues with antisocial behaviour because a 
landlord is not taking the steps they need to address it, their 
license may be revoked 

 If there is poor maintenance of the outside area, they can be 
served with a Civil Penalty Notice (CPN). This allows the 
council to fine landlords without the need to go through court 
for up to £30,000  

 Where a landlord allows poor rubbish management  

 Where landlord allows overcrowding at their property and  

 Doesn’t keep their property safe – they will be prosecuted. 
 
Data analysis  
A graph showing an analysis of the level of deprivation across 
Lewisham was explained. For Ladywell specific, data collected 
showed there are high level of police recorded anti-social 
behaviour and high rate of environmental ASB near privately 
rented properties in Ladywell. To tackle these and other problem 
of this nature, the council is planning to introduce two licensing 
schemes across the borough.  
 

 The Selective licensing - for all privately rented single family 
occupancy homes  

• Additional licensing will cover all Houses in Multiple Occupation 
(HMO) properties in Lewisham  

 
Private Rented Properties Public Consultation  
Residents are encouraged to participate and have their say on the 
online public consultation on https://www.lewisham.gov. 
uk/renting or search for the Lewisham Council Consultation Hub. 
The public consultation is opened from 28th May 2019 and will 
close on 20th August 2019 
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Expected Timeline  

 The outcome of the consultation will go before Mayor and 
Cabinet for their approval at the end of 2019 

 For the selective scheme, the council will need to put together 
an evidence pack which will include the consultation material 
and all the information received from the consultation and feed 
this into the information to be presented to the Secretary of 
States for the approval of the final scheme in late 2019. 

  If approved it is hoped that the Additional Licensing Scheme 
for HMOs will commence in early 2020 

 The Selective Licensing Scheme will be introduced by spring 
2020 if approved by the government. 

 
For further information the team can be contacted by mailing: 
PSHE@lewisham.gov.uk 
 
 

7. Reporting back from Assembly funded project  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Street Trees For Living 
This project is run by volunteers who have been working with the 
council since 2011 to plant street trees across the borough. The 
groups received a grant from Ladywell Assembly in 2017 & 2018 
to plant street trees in areas across the ward. The scheme was 
run in partnership with the council on the basis that for a fix price if 
the group are able to raise the fund necessary and get local 
residents to water the trees, they could get trees planted in public 
spaces on the pavement. Last year, the group used the fund 
acquired from the assembly to plant a great number of trees on 
Chudleigh Road, Brockley Grove, Amyruth, Vicars Hill and 
Gordonbrock Road etc. Plans to plant more trees has been halted 
because of current Highways regulations about planting where 
there is pavement parking, half on half off.  
 
The group have also secured private funding for the provision of 
an additional 24 trees, which brings the total of trees planted in 
Ladywell ward to 30 trees. The speaker also mentioned an 
assembly subsidy of £50 per tree available to private sponsors up 
to the limit of unspent fund from previous years. As for most 
recent planting, the group arranged that private sponsors of 24 
Ladywell trees will benefit from this subsidy. This is said to 
motivate people to put up the cash to plant trees. Usually, trees 
are planted around 18 months after funding is allocated.  
 
For the coming year, the group has submitted a request for 
planting in 30 additional locations in the ward and are awaiting the 
result of an assessment of these sites.  
 
 

 

8. Ladywell Assembly Priority Review  

 
 

 
The Assembly priorities agreed in 2017 are now due for a review. 
The review is necessary in order to consider whether the priorities 
set by the assembly two years ago were still relevant and to 
capture any other issues of concerns for which the assembly 
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needs to focus on. A form was handed out for people to complete 
and return to the Assembly coordinator. 
 
The chair also made a call out for new membership to the 
Assembly Coordinating Group Membership. Anyone interested is 
asked to speak with the Assembly Coordinator. 
 
 

9. Changes to Assembly fund  

 
 

 
The meeting was informed of the cut in the budget available to the 
assembly. The funding has been reduced from £15,000 to £2,500. 
In the future the council is looking into the possibilities of getting 
the assembly to decided how the Community Infrastructure Levy 
funding, which is money that developers has to pay in terms of 
development in the community. The council is currently working 
through the process of application and the sum of funding 
available for the ward assemblies through this means. Information 
about the application process for the £2,500 Councillor’s 
discretionary fund will be sent out shortly for groups to apply for 
up to £500.   
 
 

 
 

10. Community update and any other business  

 
 

 
A meeting of the Ladywell Society will be held on Wednesday 3rd 
July from 7.45pm in St Mary’s Centre, Ladywell Road. Cllr Patrick 
Codd will be addressing the meeting about the result of the 
Council’s Democracy Review. All are welcomed to attend. 
 
Heathrow Runway Consultation - A 3 three month consultation 
on the proposed extension of the run way at Heathrow airport has 
started. Leaflets has been posted through letter box for people to 
participate in an online survey at  heathrowconsultation.com  
 
Friends of Brockley & Ladywell Cemetery are holding an open 
day on Sunday 7th July. There would be series of guided walks 
including nature walk, an exhibition and homemade refreshments 
after the walk. 
 
The Ramblers are promoting Brockley walk as part of voting for 
the favourite walking neighbourhood. The consultation / voting 
ends at the end of July. All are encourage to support the course.  
 
 

 

11. Declaration of interest  

 
 

 
There were no interest declared at this meeting. 

 

 

 


